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migration-center –
First in migration technology
migration-center is not only a product but rather a content migration
platform for complex migration scenarios, designed to help customers
reduce costs, manage risks, increase productivity, and speed up the
go-live of enterprise content management (ECM) applications. It carries
out highly automated, large volume migrations without system downtime,
100 % out-of-the-box, fully documented, easy to deploy, and without
additional programming or scripting effort.

Save
80 % in time &
60 % in costs

The product, on the market since 2005, has been certified by leading ECM platform
vendors and has proven its quality in thousands of migration projects around the world,
even in highly regulated environments. Together with our international partners, we
offer a global service presence to support you with your migration project or simply train
you on our product. Save 60 % in costs and 80 % in project duration time when using
migration-center compared to developing your own scripts and frameworks.

Target connectors

Source connectors
Life sciences solutions
DXC FirstDoc
Generis CARA
OpenText Documentum
for Life Sciences
Veeva Vault
Document management solutions
Alfresco
HCL Domino/Notes
IBM FileNet IS/CS
Microsoft OneDrive
Microsoft Outlook
Microsoft SharePoint
OpenText eDOCS
OpenText Content Suite (xECM)
OpenText Documentum (D2/xCP)
Generic solutions
Amazon S3
File share
SQL Database
XML/Excel/CSV
Custom system SDK

Life sciences solutions
DXC FirstDoc
Generis CARA
OpenText Documentum
for Life Sciences
Sparta TrackWise Digital
Veeva Vault

Client

Database

Content
store

Document mangement solutions
Alfresco
Box
Hyland OnBase
Microsoft OneDrive
Microsoft SharePoint
OpenText Content Suite (xECM)
OpenText Documentum (D2/xCP)
OpenText InfoArchive
Generic solutions
Amazon S3
File share
XML/Excel/CSV
Custom system SDK

Connectors for other source or target repositories may be easily developed using the migration-center API.

Customer voice
»migration-center enables us to migrate even complex d
 ocument structures in a clean, reliable, and transparent manner.
The migration tool fully met our expectations. We stayed on
budget, both as regards consulting and development.«
Jean-Claude Olivier, ECM Program Manager at Centre des Technologies de l’Information de l‘Etat (CTIE)

Accelerating the digital transformation
migration-center fast-tracks the digital transformation initiatives inside your clients‘ organizations through fast and
cost efficient proliferation of ECM, an important foundation, enabling truly digital processes. For the handling of
semi-structured and unstructured content, there are increasingly occasions, when large volume content migrations
become mandatory: This could be the consolidation of repositories across the enterprise, the archiving and
decommissioning of legacy systems and many other use cases.
The business goals of these migration projects can only be fulfilled if documents are correctly tagged and classified
in line with a well-thought-out attribute model. This demands migration software with powerful meta data mapping
and transformation capabilities. At this point, superior technology becomes the decisive factor.

Application areas
Through its enormous flexibility, migration-center may be deployed for a variety of applications and migration
s cenarios. All this at no risk of system unavailability for the end user, since the migration is done in parallel without
impacting daily business operations.

Migrate
• Migrate from legacy ECM systems
to the latest version
• Migrate from outdated client
applications to new applications
• Migrate from legacy solutions to
new ECM solutions

Extend

Replace

• Extend a platform by migrating
content from file shares to ECM
s ystems

• Initially fill new ECM solutions
by migrating content from
file shares

• Extend a platform by migrating
content from legacy or third party
products to a new ECM platform

• Initially fill new ECM systems
by migrating content from
legacy / third party products

• Migrate from on-premises to
off-premises systems
Archive

Consolidate
• Consolidate repositories to reduce
the TCO
• Consolidate technologies and
realize a single technology strategy

Others

• Archive data to an enterprise
archive (OAIS) to decommission
legacy applications

• Manage test data during the
implementation of new ECM
applications

• Archive data from multiple systems
to an enterprise archive (OAIS)

• Import batches time-scheduled

• Archive emails to an enterprise
archive (OAIS)
• Archive data to backup and recover
repositories

• Publish documents from an
ECM system to multiple systems
• Reclassify content objects

Outstanding capabilities
Performance & scalability
Input data is analyzed and organized into contextually
consistent and manageable data sets. Duplicates are
identified and reported. No volume restrictions exist
while at the same time high performance handling
is guaranteed. Multiple and parallel set processing,
allowing different analysts to work in parallel, is another
outstanding feature. Mass operations run in the background on scalable components.

Flexibility & reusability
With the enormous set of out-of-the-box features, capabilities and migration paths, migration-center is able to
cover over 90 % of all possible migration requirements
and can easily be adapted to help customers in reacting
on change requests when needed. All the possible
configurations can also be reused in other migration
projects as well.
Unlimited application areas

Successive delta migrations
Successive delta scanning of source systems permits
migration activities on live data without effecting daily
business operations. migration-center automatically
picks up any changes to source repositories and inte
grates them into the migration process.
Predefined migration approach
The typical migration process consists of certain clearly
defined steps. migration-center allows the analyst to
follow the same six migration phases in each project.
This approach is based on best practice principles
developed over thousands of migration projects and
lowers the learning curve.
Metadata transformation & reclassification
Object attributes (metadata) are transformed through
the use of functions. Per attribute an unlimited number
of functions may be inserted. The output of one can be
used as the input to another, allowing highly complex
transformation rules. Individual rules for every data set
can thus be defined, specifying metadata extraction
and transformation as required by the target system,
the assignment of folder location, document links and
access permissions, relations, and many more.
Real-time simulation & test
For each individual set, migration-center allows the
d ynamic simulation and testing of all transformation
rules before committing content to the repository import,
including validation against the target model, automated
or manual error handling, on-/offline simulation, and rollback. Full logging and auditing capabilities are standard.
Open connectivity architecture
migration-center grants out-of-the-box connectors to
many popular applications like OpenText Documentum,
Microsoft SharePoint, file shares, and many more. The
open architecture allows the connection of virtually any
source to any target system via the migration-center
framework & API.

Through its enormous flexibility, migration-center
covers a variety of applications and migration scenarios.
Whether you would like to migrate to the cloud, con
solidate your ECM landscape, or simply archive records
to an enterprise archive, migration-center is the best fit
for many different migration plans.
Fit for regulated environments (tractability)
migration-center is used by 90 % of the top 10 and
60 % of the top 30 pharmaceutical companies worldwide
and fulfills their challenging demands. With features like
data validation, content integrity checks, robust logging,
and many other aspects it has established itself as a
defacto standard in the regulated environment.
Cost efficiency
As proven in many projects, migration-center is able to
save up to 60 % in costs and 80 % in project duration
time compared to developing custom scripts or using
open source frameworks. It therefore helps customers
worldwide to keep their projects in time and budget.
Outstanding product support
In case of challenges with the product or the project
execution, an outstanding support is one key element of
a successful migration project. Since a couple of years
the migration-center product support reaches a 100 %
customer satisfaction rating with well-educated support
agents, answering migration-center-related questions,
helping users with tipps and tricks, or scheduling remote
sessions to solve complex challenges.
Artificial intelligence-based classification
The Auto Classification Module allows users to predict
unknown attribute values. The algorithm detects
patterns based on the unstructured content of a document and refers them to possible attribute values. These
values can then be used as new attribute values for the
ECM system. To adapt to a unique use case, existing
classified documents can be employed to train a precise
algorithm.

Customer voice
»After comparing a range of products, we were impressed by
the functional richness of migration-center. The p
 roduct has
proven to be very flexible and we shall therefore use it on a
permanent basis for the consolidation of large d
 ocument pools.«
Bert Köhler, Project Leader at RWE Dea AG

Your benefits

Services and top partner a lliances

Save up to 60 % in migration project costs
• 220+ migration paths for multiple platforms
• Automated testing and validation capabilities reduce
costs for quality assurance
• Simple migration rule configuration reduces costs for
change requests dramatically
• Supports application decommissioning to save
maintenance costs

Even the best tool requires someone to design
your target repository model and define the rules
for metadata extraction and transformation.
Together with our international certified partners,
we provide highly competent assistance in order
to guarantee the success of your projects.

Decrease the project duration by up to 80 %
• Predefined migration approach lowers learning curve
• High scalability and delta migration decrease project
duration
• No downtime! migration-center works without
interrupting daily business operations
• Flexible configuration allows to react on change
requests quickly
• Available training, FAQ, end-user support, and
e xcellent documentation decrease training phase
Lower the risk of project failure
• Proven in thousands of projects around the world
• Benefit from established best practices
• Rule testing and simulation before import, full rollback supported
• Open connectivity architecture allows to extend the
platform over time
• Flexible pricing model increases cost transparency
• High scalability and predictable performance during
migration process
• Global service presence guarantees project support
Increase the quality and assure compliance
• Migration validation assures compliance even in highly
regulated environments
• Secure document import with guaranteed quality
• Automated migration reduces rework and increases
quality
• Guaranteed data integrity during migration
• Full auditability of all migration processes

Speak to us – we are happy to send you detailed
case studies or arrange a reference visit.

Train your own team or let us do the job
We will gladly train your staff in the use of migrationcenter and in the best practice approaches, when
tackling complex migration projects. Depending
on the involvement desired, we will assist with
migration design, help to define your target model,
conduct the actual migration, or stand by in an
advisory capacity.
Specific services available
Requirement and planning, project management,
best practices consulting, product training,
implementation services, and development of
custom connectors if needed.

Free Evaluation Copy available
The migration-center Free Evaluation Copy is an
out-of-the-box software solution, fully documented,
easy to deploy, and with an excellent graphical
user interface. It includes all functional c apabilities
of the full product. The license for your Free
Evaluation Copy will be valid for 14 days. Choose
one or more from 220+ out-of-the-box connectors
for various source and target systems like OpenText
Documentum, Alfresco, Microsoft SharePoint, and
OpenText Content Suite.
Download at migration-center.com

Free PoC & migration assessment
Find out how migration-center and our Migration
Services team can help you tackle your migration
challenges. Our migration specialists will perform
a complimentary PoC inlcuding documentation
and a timeline, budgeting data and risk assessment, a four weeks valid trial version of migrationcenter as well as product and project support for
the test period.
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Astra Zeneca
AUDI
Bayer Business Services
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma
Canadian Blood Services
Centre des Technologies de l‘Information
de l‘Etat
Council of Europe
CSL Behring
DSM
GenRe
Grünenthal
Hexal
Johnson & Johnson
LPL Financial
MAN Diesel & Turbo
MDU Resources Group
MedImmune
Merck
NASA
Nykredit
OMV
Open Grid Europe
RWE Dea
Sanofi
Smals
Standard & Poor’s
Swiss Re
TeliaSonera
The Shaw Group
United Nations
Urenco
URS
Volkswagen
… and many more!

Aptiva Corp
acolad
Chrome Consulting
Datacentrix
Delta United
Mannai Corporation
Quantum Solutions
Strator
SquareOne
SynApps Solutions
Techtonics
Tenzing
TietoEVRY

info@migration-center.com
migration-center.com

fme group | Germany · Romania · USA
T +49 531 238540 | info@fme.de
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